Solutions
Modules and Options

OL Connect includes three products:
These three products enhance the level of your customer communications.
Each is unique, so you can choose which is best to meet your business needs!
How does it work?
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Promotional communications
PrintShop Mail Connect is a
standalone tool for producing and
sending personalised promotional
communications. It reduces the time spent
creating and optimising personalisation.
What’s more, you can design your printouts
and email campaigns with a single tool.
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Transactional business
communications
In addition to helping you create and send
personalised communications, PlanetPress
Connect allows you to capture output
from your systems and then retrieve the
information needed to automate your
processes. It provides you with the tools
and freedom to use your data as needed.
The possibilities are endless.
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PReS Connect gives you access to the
same features and benefits as PlanetPress
Connect. It’s specially designed to quickly
create and produce high volumes of
personalised business documents.
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Optimised Output*
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* Included in subscription but not in perpetual licenses

Modules and Options
OL Connect Modules
Our OL Connect products consist of standalone work modules, making your
life easier and allowing for a better distribution of work in your organisation.
This architecture also lets you go from one product to another, based on your
needs, and without having to learn a new way to work.
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DataMapper: The missing link between your data and your documents
The DataMapper module allows you to input and
read almost any kind of data. Regardless of the
location of your data, DataMapper recovers and
stores it in a unified data model that will be used
to create any of your documents.

Inputs (Data Mapping)
Simplified wizard for Database,
CSV/Excel, XML (flat)
XML data mapping
Text data mapping
PDF/PS data mapping
Including PDF/VT structure
JSON data mapping
PCL data mapping
AFP data mapping
Optional
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D Designer: A single tool for all of your multi-channel communications
With Designer, you can create and design all of
your documents in a single interface. You can
design your print, email and web documents with
the same tool and use a shared set of variable data
in “unified data models.” You’ll ensure that your
documents are consistent with one another.
All documents are directly designed based on the
form of delivery so that you can take full advantage
of the benefits of each communication channel.
Imagine responsive design for your web pages and
emails, or PPML and PDF/A for your printed and
digital documents.

W Workflow: Automate simple tasks
Workflow automates your tasks like records
processing with its intuitive drag-and-drop features.
The Workflow tool captures data regardless of
the source. Based on the information received, a
number of tasks can be triggered. For example,
the printing task can be sent to the right printer,
whether local or remote, and the data can be
distributed into a number of files. Moreover,
you can apply the rules specific to your field of
business or send documents to your customers,
regardless of the channel selected.
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O Ouput: A flexible, multi-channel tool for sending your documents
The broad range of output available in OL Connect gives you the freedom to distribute
your documents regardless of the destination or channel selected. So once you’ve
designed your documents, you have a variety of options.
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Included in subscription but not in perpetual licenses
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Download the OL Connect options datasheet for more details.

System Requirements
Minimum

Recommended

CPU Intel® Multi Core™
6 GB of RAM
10GB Solid State Drive (SSD)
Windows® 8.1, 64 bit or higher

CPU Intel® Core™ i7-4770 Haswell or equivalent
16GB of RAM
25GB Solid State Drive (SSD)
Windows® 8.1, 64 bit or higher
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